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C O V E R I M A G E
As the school year wraps up we
again lose another group of
seniors to the real world, but we
send them off with the
knowledge of their great
successes and accomplisments
from the College and more that
they are heading to in their walks
of life.

The DSJ is the College’s only
monthly newsmagazine and daily
online paper. Access us anytime on
the web at dogstreetjournal.com.
We strive to provide a quality,
reliable and thought-provoking
media outlet serving the College
community with constantly
updated coverage of diverse
topics. If it happens here, you’ll
know.
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TTTTTribe Lacrosseribe Lacrosseribe Lacrosseribe Lacrosseribe Lacrosse

A look at the successful 2009 season of
Tribe Woman’s lacrosse.

 >Building on Success

One DSJ Opinions Columnist responds
to a letter written by an alumnus.
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The candidates include Virginia Ambler,
Dean L. Bresciani,  Margaret A. Jablonski
and Martínez Loredo.

No rest for the weary, ambitious students
cut their summer breaks short in the
prusuit of research.
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New Student OfficersNew Student OfficersNew Student OfficersNew Student OfficersNew Student Officers
InauguratedInauguratedInauguratedInauguratedInaugurated
The new Student Assembly officers, senators
and President Sarah Rojas (’10) and Vice
President Ryan Ruzic (J.D. ’11) took their
oaths of office in the historic Christopher
Wren Chapel on April 15. Guest speakers at
the event included interim Vice President of
Student Affairs Virginia Ambler and Mayor
of Williamsburg Jeanne Zeidler. Former
President Valerie Hopkins (‘09), Class of 2009
President Kevin Dua, and former Chairman
of the SA Elections Commission Matt Beato
(‘09) gave advice to the new officers and
welcomed them into office.

W O R D SIN
BRIEF may 10

who: who: who: who: who: everyone with a caring
older woman in their lives
what: what: what: what: what: mother’s day
when: when: when: when: when: all day
where: where: where: where: where: everywhere
why: why: why: why: why: to celebrate the impor-
tance of all maternal figures

may 15
who: who: who: who: who: seniors
what: what: what: what: what: “last chance” senior class
dance
when: when: when: when: when: 9 p.m.
where: where: where: where: where: the sunken gardens
why: why: why: why: why: to celebrate the end of
your undergraduate career

may 16
who: who: who: who: who: graduates dying to meet
president reveley
what: what: what: what: what: president’s reception
when: when: when: when: when: 2:00 p.m.
where: where: where: where: where: wren yard
why: why: why: why: why: your final chance to get to
know your college president

may 17
who: who: who: who: who: connoisseurs of south
american art
what: what: what: what: what: picturing paradise:
cuadros by the peruvian woman
of pamploma
when: when: when: when: when: through may 17
where: where: where: where: where: muscarelle museum of
art
why: why: why: why: why: to appreciate international
art for free

may 17
who: who: who: who: who: graduating seniors, family
and friends
what: what: what: what: what: 2009 commencement
when: when: when: when: when: 12:00 p.m.
where: where: where: where: where: william and mary hall
why: why: why: why: why: to see tom brokaw and say
goodbye to our seniors!

AP Reporter Niko PriceAP Reporter Niko PriceAP Reporter Niko PriceAP Reporter Niko PriceAP Reporter Niko Price
Discusses JournalismDiscusses JournalismDiscusses JournalismDiscusses JournalismDiscusses Journalism
Niko Price, the Latin American Editor for
the Associated Press, spoke to students and
community members about the current state
of the news industry, breaking into journal-
ism after college and his own experiences of
reporting from around the world. He an-
swered many questions from the eager audi-
ence, discussing the danger he faced when
reporting in Iraq and how journalism school
is not necessary to break into the news-writ-
ing field.

Henry Wolf ElectedHenry Wolf ElectedHenry Wolf ElectedHenry Wolf ElectedHenry Wolf Elected
Rector of W&M BOVRector of W&M BOVRector of W&M BOVRector of W&M BOVRector of W&M BOV
Henry C. Wolf (’64, J.D. ’66), retired chief
financial officer of Norfolk Southern, was
unanimously elected to the position of Rec-
tor by the William and Mary Board of Visi-
tors. The Rector is the chair of the College’s
Board of Visitors. Wolf will succeed Michael
K. Powell (’85), who served as rector for
three years and was the first African-Ameri-
can to serve in the post in the College’s his-
tory. Wolf takes the office on July 1, 2009
and will be the Board’s first Jewish rector.

Strategic PlanningStrategic PlanningStrategic PlanningStrategic PlanningStrategic Planning
Moves ForwardMoves ForwardMoves ForwardMoves ForwardMoves Forward
The William & Mary Board of Visitors ap-
proved the first phase of the College’s ongo-
ing strategic planning process. Initial steps of
the plan include a comprehensive review of
the undergraduate curriculum, expanding
annual giving at the College, improving tech-
nology options and significantly increasing
research funding over the next decade. The
next step of the planning process is to de-
velop an implementation plan, which will in-
clude providing specific actions and timelines
that will be ready in September.

W&M W&M W&M W&M W&M AnnouncesAnnouncesAnnouncesAnnouncesAnnounces
Sustainability ResearchSustainability ResearchSustainability ResearchSustainability ResearchSustainability Research
GrantsGrantsGrantsGrantsGrants
William & Mary’s Committee on
Sustainability (COS) has awarded four stu-
dent summer research grants for projects
which focus on environmental issues such as
campus recycling, geographic information
system mapping of campus habitat and eco-
systems and a new program to increase the
College’s use of locally grown and sustain-
able food. These grants are funded through
the student “Green Fees” and are part of an
ongoing effort to advance the College’s
sustainability.

Mascot CommitteeMascot CommitteeMascot CommitteeMascot CommitteeMascot Committee
Officially takes Submis-Officially takes Submis-Officially takes Submis-Officially takes Submis-Officially takes Submis-
sionssionssionssionssions
The William and Mary Mascot Committee
began officially taking submissions on April
1, 2009. Students can submit their ideas with
an online submission form or a printable, mail-
in form, both of which can be accessed at the
Mascot Committee Web site. Drawings, pho-
tographs, videos or other visual representa-
tions will be accepted. The submission period
will end on June 30, 2009.
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 » DANNY MOSIER, DSJ NEWS EDITOR

The 2008-2009 school year proved to be a landmark year for
William and Mary’s Student Assembly, particularly in terms of
relevance. You could not be a William and Mary student or faculty
member without hearing of the current plans and exploits of the
SA. The controversies were not the only thing that made a buzz
throughout campus, as the SA continued its long streak of passing
influential bills as well as funding and planning exciting and educa-
tional events throughout the year.

Before Valerie Hopkins (’09) could even begin her work as SA
President, controversy struck hard at the SA. Zachary Pilchen
(’09), elected vice president of the SA, resigned from his position
following the revelation that he had spent $138.51 from the SA’s
bank account on personal expenses. This continued throughout the
year, and in February 2009, Pilchen was charged with a class one
misdemeanor of embezzlement by the Commonwealth of Virginia.
Within a month of Pilchen’s resignation at the beginning of the
school year, Kristin Slawter (’09) was unanimously elected by the
SA as its next vice president and activities quickly returned to
normal.

As is one of the major functions of the SA, the group put to
motion many bills which changed the course of student life and the
functioning of the college. Among the important bills passed in the
first semester include the Student Choice Mascot Committee Act,
a bill looking to create a new mascot for the College; the AED Act,
which looks to adds 15 new Automatic External Defibrillators
(AEDs) to campus; and the Outdoor Recycling Containers Act, to
place 13 new recycling receptacles on campus.

“I am very pleased with the work of the SA,” said senator Caroline
Mullis (’09). “I think we could always do more or do something
else, but we are only humans. Basically I think the SA needs to
continue to listen to the students and remember that they work for
them.”

One of the major events planned by the SA was the paintball
tournament held in the Sunken Gardens on Veterans’ Day. This

event proved to be slightly controversial, as some argued that an
event promoting simulated combat on Veteran’s Day may be in bad
taste. Those for the event argued that it would allow students to gain
a personal understanding of the sacrifices America’s veterans went
through in their service to their nation. The event included movies,
informational booths from multicultural groups on campus and an all-
day series of paintball tournaments in the Sunken Gardens.

One set of bills which was met with universal praise was the SA’s
efforts to promote voting during the landmark 2009 Presidential
election. First passed was the Presidential Election Day Outreach
Act, which authorized the use of $312 for hot apple cider and up to
$1000 for stickers (which read “Hark Upon the Ballot Box”) to be
given to students, faculty and residents of Williamsburg as they stood
in line at the polls on November 4. This coincided with the SA’s voter
registration drive, a program started earlier in the semester that
encouraged students to register in Williamsburg in order to vote in
the presidential election. These efforts proved to be a great success,
as the number of freshmen who registered in Williamsburg was
significantly larger this fall than last fall. Also passed on was the
Election Day Act, which “strongly encouraged” professors at the
College to cancel classes on November 4 in order to make it easier
for students to vote on Election Day. These efforts by the SA to
encourage student voting was hailed by many and considered to be
one of this year’s greatest accomplishments from the SA.

“I think one of the major accomplishments this past year was our
work to facilitate communication with all students,” said Mullis. “A
ton of bills support this initiative. It is definitely something that we
will have to continue work on as well, but I think eventually students
will be able to utilize the Student Assembly as a resource.”

As the first semester drew to a close and the spring 2009 semester
began, the SA continued to be as active and engaged in its work as it
had been. Among the bills passed early in the semester include the
National Collegiate Readership Pilot Program, which provides free
copies of off-campus newspapers to William and Mary students; the
William and Mary in Richmond Internship Bill which allocated $940
for twelve students to travel to Richmond several days a week to



work in the offices of various legislators; and the Know What You
are Voting For Act, which allocated $109 dollars to print half-page
flyers which explained the changes proposed by the 2009 Honor
Council referendum.

One of the biggest issues facing the SA’s work, however, was
the same weight that was on the mind of the entire college: Will-
iam and Mary’s ever-dwindling budget. One of the fallouts of the
entire economic recession included HB1696, a house bill which
would require Virginia public colleges to eventually increase the
percentage of in-state students admitted to 80 percent. In direct
opposition to the bill, the SA passed a bill officially opposing HB1696
and the SA Public Affairs committee composed a form letter ex-
pressing “vigorous opposition” to HB1696, as well as HB2475, which
would require that 75 percent of students be in-state, and HB2325,
which would require 70 percent of students to be in-state.

The current troubles facing the College were reflected in Presi-
dent Hopkins’s speech to the SA senate in the February 10 meet-
ing, which she aptly titled “State of Your Student Assembly Ad-
dress.” She acknowledged the difficulties of the past year and
thanked Vice President Slawter for all her hard work, before
moving into an explanation of some of what the SA has done and
also what it still must do.

“One of the biggest chal-
lenges facing our school is
money,” said Hopkins in her
speech. She continued by ad-
dressing the importance of
looking at the Three Person
Rule for off-campus housing, as
well as bringing forward envi-
ronmental issues facing Will-
iam and Mary.

One of the bigger contro-
versies to hit the SA in the
spring semester was their allo-
cating funds to the Sex Work-
ers’ Art Show and Century
Project events. Many viewed
this as frivolous spending, fail-
ing to see the logic of funding
entertainment exhibitions
while the College was in deep
debt. These objections, how-
ever, had no impact in the SA’s
final decision regarding fund-
ing educational exhibitions.

March 2009 proved to be
even busier for the SA, as can-
didates for the 2009-2010 SA were announced and voted on later
in the month. As is typical of every election, controversies were
abound. Sarah Rojas (’10) was barely able to replace her former
running mate, Austin Wiese( ’10), who withdrew from the elec-
tion for personal reasons, with graduate student Ryan Ruzic ( J.D.
’11) just eight days before the election. An anonymous attack email
was sent out to the entire student body just two days before the
election condemning presidential  candidate Horacio Carreño (’10)
and Vice Presidential candidate Michael Douglass (’11). The elec-
tion was also plagued by website technical errors, including a loop-
hole which allowed graduate students to vote in the election. De-
spite the controversy, the student body voted in great numbers,
allowing Rojas and Ruzic to win with 59 percent of the vote, as
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Members of the 2008-2009 Student Assembly. Collage by Danny Mosier

well as electing many others to their respective offices.
In the midst of the highly publicized election, SA Senator Matt

Pinsker (’09) resigned from his office. While this immediately fol-
lowed allegations that he used deceptive measures to provide The
Flat Hat with the names of students who planned to run for SA
president before the allowed date, Pinsker cited health reasons for
his resignation, stating that he had been diagnosed with kidney fail-
ure and planned his resignation weeks ahead.

Despite the exhausting election, the SA did not slow down their
pace at all, continuing their meetings by discussing what went right
and what was handled poorly in the past election. They also passed
the Constitutionally Accountable Executive Act, which amended
the SA’s current constitution to allow the impeachment any SA
member (excluding the president) for neglect of duties, and the
Abstention Amendment, which would change the SA constitution
to require the concurrence of a majority of the senate to be present
and voting in order to pass legislation.

On the afternoon of April 15, a peaceful transition of power took
place as the newly elected SA officers took their oaths of office and
began their long and hard work as the new SA.

Despite remaining in the critical eye of the entire William and
Mary campus for a year, many of the outgoing SA officers had

positive things to say about their time serving in the SA.
“I think this year's group was far more motivated on the whole,”

said Douglas. “There were a lot of people who really cared, and
cared passionately about what they were doing. It was nice to see.”

“The dynamic of the Senate this past year was significantly better
than the previous years,” said Mullis. “I think that is because most of
the Senators were really energetic and enthusiastic. The Executive
and the Senate also got along really well this past year. I think each
year the dynamic appears to be improving.”

Whether next semester’s SA is similar to last year’s or not, the
one thing that is guaranteed is that the entire student body will be
looking at their work with great interest.
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The summer: a time of beach-bumming,
road-tripping and house-partying, all without
the responsibilities of syllabi or impending
exams. False. While such an idyllic summer
may apply to an elite few, the majority of
our College students return to their homes
with the future on their minds, working to
save some cash, toiling away at an internship
or taking summer classes. One opportunity
often overlooked, however, is summer
research.

If you have ever navigated your way
through our school’s website, you can clearly
see that the College prides itself on its efforts
in promoting research opportunities to all
students, regardless of interests, class
standing or experience. It revels in its ability
to break down the “artificial barriers
between teaching and research.”

The absolute plethora of students engaged
in such research exemplifies its success.

The avenues for an interested student are
numerous. The starting point is finding a
topic, which are as infinite as the interests
within the student body. Math, film, geology,
you name it! With unlimited passion, any
topic can be explored. The more difficult
task, however, is locating a professor who
will sponsor you and said passion.

Once these obstacles are overcome
however, the actual application process, with
slight variations amongst departments, is
relatively painless.

David Gould (’09), a graduating senior
partaking in research this upcoming summer,
revealed that “the application process
entailed an essay on your intended research,
your GPA and academic transcript, and
knowing who you wanted to work with.
Overall, it wasn’t very strenuous to
complete.”

Gould is a math and theatre double major,
as well as a veteran researcher. He has spent

the past summer at the College, researching
the impact of local hunting on the Virginian
Black Bear population. He intends to continue
his research over the next few months.

“Originally, I admit that I was motivated
by the pursuit of knowledge in the area of
mathematics,” Gould said. “I wanted to
expand my mathematical ‘tool kit’ in order
to better understand ecological systems. As
I worked on the problem, I realized that there
could be more widespread implications to
my research.”

Gould used the collected data as the
foundation for his senior thesis, for which
he was awarded Highest Honors within the
math department. The uncluttered time and
attention that Gould devoted over the
summer played a most beneficial role to his
thesis.

Gould spoke about his time with research,
“The most rewarding experience is learning
that a thesis is not written overnight. That is

 » MEGAN HERMIDA, DSJ STYLE EDITOR

Summer Research...

Photo by David Stingle.
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jk?

to say, researching takes a lot of trial and
error - it takes time. I never considered that
professors (etc.) didn’t sit down and just crank
out the research in an hour or two. Realizing
that everyone goes through this trial and
error process was encouraging.”

For those in love with the College and
fearful of the unknown following graduation,
s u m m e r
r e s e a r c h
provides you
with a final shot
at focused study.
Seniors need not
leave so soon!
Even as a
g r a d u a t i n g
senior, summer
r e s e a r c h
opportunities are open for you the summer
following graduation.

Moreover, summer research is available
to undergraduates, regardless of age or past
experience. On the opposite end of the
spectrum, Sarah Kim (’12) is also taking part
in research at the College this upcoming
summer.

“I’m looking into the effects of choline
and neonatal ethanol exposure on response
habituation,” Kim stated. “Basically, it’s to
see how alcohol and choline administration
to developing rats will affect their learning.”

Kim, interested in summer research
opportunities, applied to work immediately
with Dr. Pam Hunt, even though her
research is not intended to supplement a
thesis. After discovering that these
opportunities also included funding for
research, Kim said that she did not hesitate.

Unfortunately, the most difficult aspect
of summer research is not the actual work,
but rather locating funds to support the
work. While summer research housing is
provided by the College, there are additional
living and research expenses. Consequently,
the College provides scholarships for these
purposes.

Kim received the Chappell Fellowship,
one of the more popular sources of funding
for undergraduate research. This summer,
16 out of 41 College students who applied
for this fellowship received sponsorship for
their summer projects.

The Charles Center for undergraduate
resource is also an excellent funding outlet
for students. Not only does the Charles
Center offer support to students researching
on American soil, but they provide funding
opportunities for those planning on
researching abroad. This year alone, the
Charles Center granted 23 scholarships to

undergraduates interested in summer
research.

And, as always, there are many further
outlets for money. Caitlin Bovery (’10)
received the Charles Center US Research
Scholarship for this upcoming summer, yet
the allocated amount may not cover the cost
of her research. Intending to research the

“habitat preferences of a soft shell clam in
the Lynnhaven River system,” Bovery relies
upon her lab to cover the additional costs.

Like Gould, Bovery hopes to focus her
summer research into an honors thesis.

Having done previous work with the Virginia
Institute of Marine Science (VIMS), Bovery
has decided to continue her work with the
institute.

“I’ve always been interested in doing field
research and I especially wanted to gain
experience organizing my own research,”
said Bovery.

Contrary to popular belief, research is not
only for scientists! While all of the previous
examples of summer research have been
science-related, there are a plentitude of
opportunities for the liberal artisans.

Madeline Chessman (’12) intends to spend
her summer exploring the concept of the

“Average American.” Unlike most
researchers, however, Chessman will not
devote her findings to data tables or a written
thesis; she hopes to present her discoveries
into a short animated film.

Chessman received her summer funding
through a $1000 Freshman Monroe scholar
grant which will be used to cover both living

expenses and the costs of the film
production.

“The Monroe program got me
excited about the prospect of
undergraduate research, and I
wanted to give research a “test
run” with a freshman project
before I conduct my main
Monroe research project,”
Chessman said. “I have also
wanted to obtain and learn to

use Final Cut Pro for quite a while.  The
Monroe research project and associated
grant would allow me to do so, while also
giving me the chance to explore a question I
find fascinating.”

Clearly, the
motivations for
conducting summer
research vary greatly.
For all the students
that intend to catalog
their finding into a
thesis, there are an
equivalent amount of
students simply hoping
to explore their
interests.

Similarly, while
there is no stock
research motivation,
there is also no stock
summer researcher.
The ages, interests
and methods of each
student researcher
alter with each
project.

Summer research, above all else, exists as
a link between two school years, a chance to
stay on campus and a way to hone your brain
for the courses to come.

“I am very much looking forward to the
experience of residing on a college campus
during the summer, surrounded by other
highly motivated students and fellow
researchers,” Chessman said. “Not only will
I grow academically, but I think I will mature
as a person as a result of the opportunity to
conduct independent undergraduate
research.”

So next year, forget the beach. Give old
Colonial Williamsburg a summer go!

“Researching takes a lot of trial and error - it takes
time...Realizing that everyone goes through this
trial and error proccess was encouraging.”

-- David Gould (‘09)

The Charles Center, located in the basement of Tucker Hall, offers many
scholarships for undergraduate research. Photo by Kristen Wong.
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BEST OF’S
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FIVEFIVEFIVEFIVEFIVE     BESTBESTBESTBESTBEST     THINGSTHINGSTHINGSTHINGSTHINGS     ABOUTABOUTABOUTABOUTABOUT     THETHETHETHETHE

ECONOMICECONOMICECONOMICECONOMICECONOMIC     DEPRESSIONDEPRESSIONDEPRESSIONDEPRESSIONDEPRESSION
 » FRANCESCA CHILCOTE, DSJ STAFF REPORTER

FIVEFIVEFIVEFIVEFIVE     BESTBESTBESTBESTBEST     NECESSITIESNECESSITIESNECESSITIESNECESSITIESNECESSITIES     FORFORFORFORFOR

ANANANANAN     AWESOMEAWESOMEAWESOMEAWESOMEAWESOME     SUMMERSUMMERSUMMERSUMMERSUMMER
 » HEBBA YOUSSEF, DSJ STAFF REPORTER

A Summer Soundtrack
Download songs. Add to iPod. Hit
repeat. All summer long.

A Good Place to
Hangout
 The beach, the mall, Starbucks or the
movies, everyone needs a hangout
spot, whether it be a place where
“everyone knows your name” or a place to escape.

A Roadtrip
 The economy may suck but the gas prices have
decreased, so take advantage while you can! Fill up your
tank and hit the road. Planned or spontaneous, road trips
can make anyone’s boring summer a little more
interesting.

Ridiculous Sunglasses
Whether or not they are actually effective in keeping out
the sun, ridiculous sunglasses are a must-have accessory.
They come in all shapes and sizes and make all outfits
more exciting.

A Good Friend
Never underestimate the power of a good friend.
Someone to have by your side, to apply sunscreen to your
back, to road trip with to any and all locations––a good
friend can make any situation better.

Your Liberal Arts Degree is just as
Lucrative as a Business School
Degree
Yeah, your cousin Stewart might be getting his business degree
from Harvard, but what will he do after he graduates? Go to
Wall Street? The liberal arts, though sometimes considered
frivolous learning, are at least intellectually stimulating.

Bragging Rights
Your grandparents might have had it a little rougher in the
thirties, but at least you now have your own arsenal of bitter
grumblings and guilt to dole out to your own children and
grandchildren. Coupled with having grown up during the Bush
presidency, you’ve can complain about your life for years to
come!

Sleeping on Your Parent’s, Sister’s,
Uncle’s, Grandma’s, or Rich

Friend’s Couch
You know that one

person in your
extended family who
will put you up for a
night as you try to
find permanent
housing? And
another night? And
another night? And
another night…

Hobbies
So what if you can’t find a summer job? Now you get to do
things that really matter: cuddling up in your Snuggie, knitting,
rewatching every episode of Lost, giving yourself cornrows, or
doing all of the above simultaneously.

Cheap Flights
If all else fails, flee the country. The Bahamas, Japan, Mexico,
even Canada sounds great right now. A good website for tickets
is, http://www.igougo.com, where you can compare prices on
multiple flights.
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FIVEFIVEFIVEFIVEFIVE     BESTBESTBESTBESTBEST     NEGLECTEDNEGLECTEDNEGLECTEDNEGLECTEDNEGLECTED

KITCHENKITCHENKITCHENKITCHENKITCHEN     APPLIANCESAPPLIANCESAPPLIANCESAPPLIANCESAPPLIANCES

FIVEFIVEFIVEFIVEFIVE     BESTBESTBESTBESTBEST     MOVIESMOVIESMOVIESMOVIESMOVIES     TOTOTOTOTO     SEESEESEESEESEE

THISTHISTHISTHISTHIS     SUMMERSUMMERSUMMERSUMMERSUMMER
 » KYLE DOOLEY, MARY VANN, TODD CORILLO AND DAVID WITKOSKY,
    DSJ STAFF REPORTERS

 » HEBBA YOUSSEF, DSJ STAFF REPORTER

Star Trek
Not a fan of the original Star Trek? Doesn’t matter! This
J.J. Abram flick (Lost, anyone?) is supposed to be amazing,
so start brushing up on your Klingon.Terminator Salvation:
Christian Bale. Need I say more?

Night at the Museum 2:
Battle of the Smithsonian
A movie that not only teaches you about history, but makes
you laugh in the process. Great combo.

Transformers 2:
Revenge of the Fallen
The first Transformer movie was a
box office hit and this one will be no
different. Who could resist Optimus
Prime, or better yet, Megan Fox?

Harry Potter and the Half  Blood
Prince
Ever since the date on this release was pushed back from
November to this summer, the hype has been intense.
Promised to be the “darkest” Harry Potter movie yet. Are you
ready to see Dumbledore die?

X-Men Origins: Wolverine
So the original leaked over a month ago, but we’re really excited
to see it with the special effects.  The idea is that it’s impossible to
know how old Wolverine really is because he has super healing
ablities and no memory.  So who doesn’t want to see Hugh
Jackman run around in Civil War era costumes and modern-day
spandex?

Bread Makers
Everyone loves bread.  It’s a staple to your diet, but everyone
also happens to forget that they have that bread maker stored in
the back of the pantry. Break it out, please. Leave the Wonder
for the amateurs.

Turkey Basters
You store this sucker in your top drawer for 364 days out of the
year and forget about it until Thanksgiving. Use it more often!
Make every day a Turkey Day!

Electric Blankets
Even before Snuggies rolled into fashion, people have been
ignoring the electric blanket.  Make it a necessity!  Have you
seen The Brave Little Toaster? They wouldn’t have gotten
anywhere without that electric blanket.

Dehumidifiers
 I see lots of babies with humidifiers, but nobody seems to want
to use a dehumidifier.  It keeps out the mold.  It has three
affixes. It is loud. Use one soon.

Night Lights
You know you’re still afraid of the dark.  Night lights may come
in many shapes and sizes, but regardless of their appearance,
they all manage to guide us to the doorway and protect us from
monsters.  So zip up your footy pajamas, because you’ll make it
through the night.
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» BECKY KOENIG DSJ STAFF REPORTER

“Commencement” may be synonymous
with “beginning,” but the occasion also marks
an important ending.  Although the typical
William and Mary senior would rather
squint into the radiant light of his bright
future than peer back into the fading glow
of his past, the conclusion of a college career
merits reflection.  In the hope of enlightening
current students and discovering the value
of their time in Williamsburg, three
seniors take a break from the
excitement of graduation to offer their
take on their experiences at the
College.

“I liked freshman orientation!” Liesl
Voges (’09) said, a little sheepishly.
Her emotion is understandable; not
many students willingly admit to
enjoying their campy freshmen romps
around campus.  A native of Tampa,
Florida, Voges came to the College
because of its size, East Coast location,
and inviting atmosphere.  She is
majoring in history and environmental
policy, but that wasn’t always the case.

“I thought I wanted to be a biology
major,” Voges said, “and I knew I
wanted to be on the crew team.  I
ended up sticking with the crew team and
losing the biology major as soon as I realized
I had to take more chemistry classes.”

Since she had crew experience, Voges
became the coxswain for the men’s varsity
crew team, a position she has held for three
years.  Though she described the group as a
bit cultish, she has enjoyed her time as a
member of the team.

“I really have loved all the organizations
I’ve been involved in,” Voges said.  “Crew,
AMP and Theta are the top three.  I would
recommend getting involved in a sport; it
keeps you busy.”

Voges was initially hesitant about
participating in sorority life, but had nothing
but praise for Kappa Alpha Theta.

“I didn’t join my freshman year because I
didn’t think I was a sorority girl,” Voges
said.  “It’s really a support system rather
than anything that’s high maintenance or
stressful.”

Scott Thomas (’09) did not share Voges’
appreciation for student organizations or
freshman orientation.

“It was awful,” he said, remembering
orientation.  “It was like Christian camp on
crack.  We were sitting around in circles
singing ‘Kumbaya.’”

Born and raised in Lynchburg, Virginia,
Thomas came to the College from a small

boarding school.  He chose to attend William
and Mary because of its size and in-state
tuition, but felt apprehensive about enrolling
at what he had heard was a “nerd school.”

“I was mildly cool in high school,” Thomas
said.  “I’ve evolved into a nerd.”

After a high school experience full of
extracurricular activities, Thomas decided
to take a break in college, filling his
freshman year with classes, Ultimate
Frisbee, friends and Texas Hold ’Em.  He
became a freshman
Resident Advisor during
the 2008 fall semester.

“I’ve enjoyed getting to
know my residents and
getting to work with
them,” Thomas said, “but
I don’t enjoy the
bureaucracy involved
with Residence Life.”  He
explained that of the three
main responsibilities of an
RA – programming, policy

enforcement, and mentoring – “It’s
programming that’s the best part.  We played
putt-putt golf last night.”

Thomas is graduating a year early with
degrees in history and government.  His
decision to finish his undergraduate education
in three years stemmed from his desire to
enter a combination PhD and JD graduate
program, which requires seven or eight years
to complete.  Graduating early required
Thomas to take one semester of summer
school, an experience he recommends for all
William and Mary students.

“Summer school is amazing,” he said.  “I
would recommend taking one session of
summer school each summer and taking a
lighter load during the year.  Even if it’s a big
lecture class you have only eight kids in your
class.”

For Andy DeSoto (’09), summarizing his
college career required a great deal of
contemplation, though he seemed grateful
for the opportunity to take a break from
writing his psychology thesis.  A technology
enthusiast, DeSoto felt the College needed a
new media source and created a podcast called
the Powwow during his sophomore year.

“I really like being part of new initiatives
and ‘first-evers’ and getting things off the
ground,” he said.  “When I was a sophomore,
I discovered podcasting.  I really valued the
casual conversational and innovative format.
The nice thing about podcasting is that anyone
can do it, and the entry cost is low, and the
media center makes the entry cost even less.”

The podcasting process involved finding
an interesting student to interview, preparing
the equipment in Swem Library, hosting the
show, producing it, and then publishing it

Three Seniors Reflect on Their
College Experiences

Liesl Voges greatly enjoyed her years at William and Mary,
where she was involved with crew, AMP and Kappa Alpha

Theta. Photo courtesy of Voges.

“Having a foundation of knowl-
edge that you gleaned from your
classes is important, but it’s also
important to be able to supple-
ment that with real world experi-
ences.”      -- Andy DeSoto (‘09)
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online.  Though responses to the Powwow
were mixed, DeSoto received positive
feedback from prospective students.

“I got an email from a high school junior
who said, ‘I’m really interested in William
and Mary and I’ve been listening to all your
shows and I have a few questions for you,’”
DeSoto said.  “It opened the door for a great
conversation about the College.”

DeSoto is the current president of the
Wind Symphony and has enjoyed his four
years in the ensemble.

“It’s meant more to me over each year,”
he said.  “It’s good to be part of a team.
College can feel like such an independent
experience sometimes that uniting under a
common cause is valuable.”

DeSoto will attend graduate school for
psychology next year at Washington
University in St. Louis.  He cites attending
his first professional psychology conference
as one of the highlights of his time at William
and Mary.

“Having a foundation of knowledge that
you gleaned from your classes is important
but it’s also important to be able to
supplement that with real world
experiences,” DeSoto said.  “I saw my advisor
there, who was presenting with one of his

honors students that
year.  It was kind of
a way to see
l e g i t i m a t e l y
a c a d e m i c
applications of our
u n d e r g r a d u a t e
research.”

It’s easy to get
caught up in the
excitement of
graduation, but
preparing to bid
friends farewell naturally inspires seniors
to reflect on the people they’ve met here.
Their reviews were mixed.

“I think William and Mary is full of very
awkward but nice people,” Voges said.  “I
always feel very safe here.  Everyone has a
little bit of a T.W.A.M.P. [typical William
and Mary person] in them.”

“William and Mary students use their
work as an excuse not to socialize,” Thomas
said.  “And they also use their cell phones

or the path in front of them to avoid eye
contact.”

Though they made light of the
College’s student body, the
seniors value their peers.

“I feel like William and Mary
is undervalued in public opinion,”
Thomas said.  “I feel like the
education that we get, having
visited friends at other prestigious
universities, is unique in the way
that you form relationships with
professors and other students.
There’s a real academic and
professional camaraderie here.”

For students with more time
left at William and Mary, the
advice offered by graduating
seniors is invaluable.  They have
learned how to negotiate with
college system to make the most
of the opportunities offered at
the College, even their regrets
have lessons to teach.

“I’m pretty shy,” Voges said,
“so I wish I had gotten to know
my professors better.”  After
thinking for a moment, she

Andy DeSoto has helped break new ground at
William and Mary with his podcast, Pow wow.

Photo courtesy of DeSoto.

“Try a class in every department.
You need to be able to take fun and
interesting classes because you want
to. Don’t be so competitive; life isn’t
that serious.”    -- Scott Thomas (‘09)

“Just get involved. Don’t live in Swem. You’re only in college once; take ad-
vantage of it while you have it.”   -- Liesl Voges (‘09)

laughed.  “I wish I had done the triathlon
sooner instead of leaving that for the last
two weeks of school.”

“Try a class in every department,” Thomas
advised.  “You need to be able to take fun
and interesting classes because you want to.
Don’t be so competitive; life isn’t that
serious.”

The most important thing they’ve learned
in college?

“Just get involved,” Voges said.  “Don’t
live in Swem.  You’re only in college once;
take advantage of it while you have it.”
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» SETH DREWRY, DSJ STAFF COLUMNIST

In November, I wrote an article for The
DoG Street Journal expressing my feelings
of goodwill and support for Barack Obama,
even though I am a conservative Republican
sorely disappointed with the outcome of the
election.

I wrote that even though I did not agree
with most of Mr. Obama’s policies or beliefs,
I would still respect and admire him as my
president; I would be a true patriot and
proponent of democracy even when I thought
the people voted the wrong way.

Two days after that article was published
on the DSJ Web site, I received an e-mail
message from an alumnus of the College who
expressed his disdain for President Bush and
his optimistic feelings toward the Obama
administration.

He stated that he had been one of the
individuals I disapproved of in my article for
stooping to the level of calling President Bush
“stupid,” saying, “While you may not feel
President Obama has listened to you, I assure
you that he will not publicly diss your opinions
the way President Bush did mine.”

Well Mr. Alumnus, I think that the past
few months have shown that President
Obama, our Congress and the entire
Democratic Party have done just
that.

Every Republican
member of
Congress voted
against the
stimulus bill.
They repeatedly
stated their
opposition to the
bill and the reasons
they felt it was
wrong for the
country and their
constituents, but the
Democrats passed the
bill anyway.

Why shouldn’t they? They have control of
Congress; they have the power. Never mind

the fact that the people elected Democrats
on a platform of change and bipartisanship.

Change and bipartisanship flew out the
window of the White House and Capitol
when the Democrats moved in, but Nancy
Pelosi and other Democratic leaders have the
gall to go on
n a t i o n a l
television and say
that the
Republicans are
the ones
r e s i s t i n g
bipartisanship.

They need to
get a clue––just
b e c a u s e
R e p u b l i c a n s
oppose a policy
or ask a question
does not mean that they are using
underhanded partisan politics. They are simply
representing those Americans who put them
in office.

When did that become against the rules in
Washington?

The reality is that the Democrats now have
no reason to act on the bipartisan promises
which got them elected. They can do and get
away with whatever they want because the

opposition has no grasp on the votes in
Washington.

To use my e-mail friend’s
words, the Democrats have
“dissed” the opinions of the
Republican Party and the
millions of Americans who
voted them into office.

Contrary to
popular belief held
a b o u t
conservatives, I do
not hang on every

word that comes out of Rush
Limbaugh’s mouth. Actually, I am the

rare conservative who thinks that he
sometimes needs to just shut up.

Neither do I follow every policy held by
Michael Steele or Newt Gingrich––I am

simply a guy looking for representatives who
will listen to my concerns and not be afraid to
voice them after Election Day. Therefore, I
am by no means saying that Republicans have
everything right. In fact, I believe there is a

lot of
room for
improvement
in the
p a r t y .
Nevertheless,
I do
a p p l a u d
Republicans
for not
b a c k i n g
down and
f o r
continuing
to fight

for our country and the people they
represent.

I encourage our representation in Congress
to be a thorn in President Obama’s side. I
encourage them to challenge him every step
of the way, to ask questions, demand answers,
to vote for what is right, and not be afraid to
stand against the majority when the majority
is wrong.

All I can say for now is, I will be proud to
say that when this “band-aid” fix of a stimulus
package cracks and the country’s deficit is in
the toilet, at least the Republicans did not do
it- at least we can say we tried to stop it. I
hope that we will get good, moral, strong
leadership in Washington to get things back
on track. It is time for our party to stop licking
our wounds, stop whining about the last
election and start working on getting
governors, representatives and Senators with
“R’s” beside their names in the hot seats in
2010. One day, I hope we will find leaders
that will not “publicly diss” my opinions as it
seems President Obama and the Democratic
Party have.

Seth Drewry is a staff columnist for The
DSJ. His views do not necessarily represent
those of the entire staff.

I Believe I’ve Been
DISSED

Just because Republicans oppose a
policy or ask a question does not
mean that they are using
underhanded partisan politics. They
are simply representing those
Americans who put them in office.
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» DUSTIN CRUMMETT, DSJ STAFF COLUMNIST

A few weeks ago, there was a group of
evangelists by the Crim Dell.

As an Episcopalian, I took issue with much
of what they said—their ideas about eternal
punishment, their disbelief in evolution, their
condemnation of homosexuality—but I think
I was most irked by their unwillingness to
assume good faith on the part of those who
disagreed with them.

Whenever an atheist spoke up, they would
inform him that the only reason he didn’t
believe in God was that he was unwilling to,
that he was practicing self-deception so as to
continue his sinful lifestyle in peace.

Not only were the evangelists’ arguments
right, they were so obviously right that hon-
est disagreement was impossible for anyone
who understood them.

It would be tempting to attribute the evan-
gelists’ attitude to a certain religious frame
of mind, but it is just as evident among many
militant atheists.

This hearkens the message of astronomer
Neil deGrasse Tyson, who in November 2006
told fellow atheist Richard Dawkins, “Per-
suasion isn’t always: ‘Here are the facts —
you’re an idiot or you are not.’ It’s: ‘here are
the facts, and here is a sensitivity to your
state of mind’… I worry that your methods,
how articulately barbed you can be, end up
simply being ineffective.

”Taking another step back, it seems clear
that this unwillingness to acknowledge that
the opposition might have justifiable reasons
for their beliefs extends to nearly every area

in which human opinion differs, from politics
to morality to the pointlessly trivial.

I demonstrated this myself the other day,
when I was responsible for a rather heated
argument with a girl in my dorm over, of all
things, a model we had learned in psychol-
ogy class.

(I was, by the way, completely wrong.
Sorry, Eleanor.)

On a personal level, this attitude makes
the holder look like an ass, but when held on
a larger scale about more serious issues, the
results can be devastating. It makes a mean-
ingful, mutually respectful dialogue impos-
sible.

For the participants, the communal search
for truth is replaced by a self-serving     desire
to win a debate. Worse still, since those who
disagree with us only do so because they have
ulterior motives—and with dialogue having
broken down and sides having become po-
larized to the point of non-communication—
we may use any available means to impose
our will, humility be damned.

We are right beyond all doubt; they are
evil beyond all redemption.

It is this attitude that fuels the attempts of
the religious right to pervert the American
government into a pseudo-theocracy.

It is this attitude that leads best-selling athe-
ist author Christopher Hitchens to state that,
to prevent the spread of Christianity in first
century Palestine, “There should have been
a thorough Roman cleansing of all that, and a
Hellenization of the Jews.”

 It is this attitude that justifies abortion clinic
bombings, that three years ago lead to the

physical assault against a female student hand-
ing out pro-life pamphlets by the Crim Dell.

I’m not claiming that all truth is relative;
rather, I’m claiming that, where truth is ob-
jective, we should do everything we can to
find it.

I’m not suggesting that we should refrain
from holding strong convictions; rather, I’m
suggesting that we should strive to make sure
our convictions fall on the right side of any
issue.

I’m not trying to make us reluctant in speak-
ing out for those who need help; rather, I’m
trying to make sure that we always take pains
to guarantee, as far as possible, that our posi-
tions do not inadvertently make those people,
or others, worse off.

Of course, there will always be people who
refuse to engage in such an honest discourse.
Perhaps, even, some opinions are so blatantly
odious and insupportable—say, holocaust de-
nial—that the holder, just by adopting them,
removes himself from the group of those with
whom one can rationally dialogue.

But so long as the chance for such a mutu-
ally respectful discussion is available, we must
take it. Writing our opponents off makes
getting them to rethink their positions much
more difficult and is liable, in the long run, to
lead to our thinking that any opposition to
our beliefs is due to willful dishonesty.

And that will lead us places we do not wish
to go.

Dustin Crummet is a staff columnist for
The DSJ. His views do not necessarily repre-
sent those of the entire staff.

dialogue,
humility,

and truth
















